Measurements of the optical absorptivity of single crystals of Be have been carried out in the energy range 0.12-4.5 eV with polarized light. The infrared absorptivity is considerably lower than previously reported. Evidence is presented for the onset of interband transitions for both polarizations beginning near 0.4 eV. A shoulder is noted in the absorptivity for E⊥cat about 1.3 eV. The absorptivity data are Kramers-Kronig analyzed and the optical constants are determined. An interpretation based on the band structure of Tripp, Everett, Gordon, and Stark is presented. experienced by such a charge has the form -q'/[4(x, -x )], wherex is the above-mentioned quantity. We locate xo, the effective position of the metal surface, relative to the last lattice plane of the crystal. We discuss the implications of these results for alkali adsorption on metal substrates, the capacitances of small-gap condensers, and field-emission experiments.
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(i) We formulate the general linear-response theory.
(ii) We present the profiles ot the additional surface-charge distributions induced by a uniform perpendicular electric field in metals of different bulk electron densities. In particular, we note the positions of the center of mass xo of these density distributions, relative to the positive charges, for various bulk electron densities.
(iii) We show that, to a good approximation, the results of classical elementary electrostatics are valid, provided the idealized mathematical metal surface is taken to pass through xo. Thus the image potential for a charge q located at xq is given by
